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Civolution 
making more from your media assets
 

Civolution is the leading provider of technology and solutions for identifying, 

managing and monetizing media content. The company offers an extensive 

portfolio of cutting-edge applications for digital watermarking and fingerprinting 

which enable forensic marking of media assets in pre-release, digital cinema, 

PayTV and online. What’s more, Civolution offers the most comprehensive 

broadcast monitoring and online content identification and monetization 

solutions to manage and facilitate profitable content distribution and use. 

Uniquely, these technology applications and solutions play to the strengths 

of the growing circulation of video and audio content. And that means that 

Civolution clients can unlock and derive more revenue from media assets as well 

as satisfy consumer demand for instant and efficient delivery of new content. 
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CreATing VAlUe

TV is everywhere. TV is anywhere. The development and widespread use of broadband 

internet, new TV distribution platforms, and the explosion of enabled devices makes it 

easier for content owners to reach their audiences and for consumers to access and 

consume multimedia content in their own time and place. 

in this new media universe, in which content is constantly easier to obtain, save, 

mash-up, share and stream, the potential for illegal content copies to be accessible 

for free, or outside the scope of a subscription, is preventing content owners, rights 

holders and ultimately consumers from fully benefiting from ‘TV Anywhere’. 

every year, video/audio piracy and illegal downloads cost the entertainment business 

billions of dollars of lost revenue. As content creation sees explosive growth, it is vital 

to deploy new content identification solutions to ensure optimal return on investment 

for content creators. 

Civolution’s content identification technologies (watermarking and fingerprinting) 

are efficient solutions to better manage content, create value and safeguard the 

interests of all the players in the media eco-system from content owners, rights 

holders, distributors and marketers/advertisers through to end-users. 



FACTs & FigUres
 
The need for content identification  
and the potential for monetization are clear:
 

The film industry estimates illegal film streams and downloads account 

for 40% of its piracy problem by volume (source: MPAA)

70% of global homes will subscribe to pay-TV services by 2014 

(source: Futuresource Consulting)

Online movie sales/rentals will reach $1.7 billion by 2014 

(source: screenDigest)

By 2015 there will be 500 billion hours of content available (source: intel)

23.76 % of all web traffic is piracy (source: nBC Universal study by envisional)

rapidshare registered 13 billion yearly visitors (source: MarkMonitor)

95 % of music downloaded via the internet is pirated (source: iFPi)
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HOW DO OUr KeY TeCHnOlOgies WOrK?

DigiTAl FingerPrinTing is a technique in which 
sophisticated software identifi es and extracts characteristic 
components of a digital asset, enabling it to be immediately 
and uniquely identifi ed by its resultant ‘fi ngerprint’. Video/
audio fi ngerprinting is commonly carried out by extracting 
several unique features of digital multimedia content that can 
be stored in the form of a reference fi ngerprint. The evaluation 
and identifi cation of content is then performed by comparing 
the characteristic features of the extracted fi ngerprints. Digital 
fi ngerprints are highly compressed when compared to the 
original source material, they can therefore be easily stored 
in databases for later comparison, but cannot be used to 
reconstruct the original content. 

DigiTAl WATerMArKing embeds bits of information 
within video images or audio tracks. The subtle change 
is imperceptible to human senses but can be detected by 
software. The imperceptible/inaudible watermark remains 
within the multimedia content even in case of analogue/digital 
conversion or compression to a different format. Audio and video 
watermarking enables a broad range of applications. A media 
asset can be identifi ed with a catalogue number and timecode 
for broadcast verifi cation. A radio or TV signal can be identifi ed 
with channel and precise airing details to facilitate accurate 
audience measurement. Watermarking enables serial numbering 
for a series of program copies which acts both as a deterrent 
against piracy and a forensic analysis tool. 
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Typically, watermarking and fi ngerprinting play complementary roles in monetization applications such as: forensic tracking, anti-piracy, copyright 

communication, broadcast monitoring, internet tracking, asset management, internet/isP fi ltering, internet site re-directing, metadata linking, 

advertisement triggering and more. Civolution is the only company providing audio and video watermarking and fi ngerprinting technologies for a 

wide range of applications. leading Civolution customers who rely upon the company’s content identifi cation solutions include the major Hollywood 

studios, global TV networks and broadcasters, post-production companies, music labels, internet companies, payTV operators and thousands of 

digital cinemas.



FOrensiC WATerMArKing  

specifically designed for the (post-) production environment, 

nexguard - Pre-release makes distribution of audio and video 

content traceable and secure at the pre-release stage. The 

product is a flexible and scalable watermarking solution and it is 

available in several cross-compatible applications. Movie and TV 

programs can be circulated in any format, from proxy version 

to 4:4:4 mezzanine file or tape. The solution is also available as 

a plug-in for most of the software transcoders on the market. 

nexguard - Pre-release is robust against various forms of 

content transformations, including compression, resizing, 

camcorder capturing, etc. and watermarking can be inserted 

with various embedding speeds, depending on the product 

application. nexguard - Pre-release includes dedicated 

watermarking solutions for masters, screeners, dailies, previews 

and online distribution scenarios. 

NexGuard - Pre-releaSe

Camcording in theatres remains a significant source of piracy. 

Consequently Civolution developed nexguard – Digital Cinema 

specifically for sophisticated forensic tracking in the digital cinema 

environment. nexguard – Digital Cinema uses Civolution’s watermarking 

technology and is able to link camcorder-captured movies back to the 

cinema where the camcorder copying occurred. integrated with most 

d-cinema and e-cinema server manufacturers, the technology allows 

image watermarking for 2k/4k resolutions, and for any picture aspect 

ratio and 3D. 

nexguard - Digital Cinema is fully compliant with the DCi 

specifications, for both video and audio forensic marking. The forensic 

detection service available from Civolution partners helps film 

producers, film distributors, anti-piracy agencies and the theatre circuit 

in their fight against content theft. 

NexGuard - dIGItal CINema 
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POrTFOliO

Our PayTV forensic marking solution allows content providers to confidently 

offer high-definition and early-release media assets that are generally at a much 

greater risk of piracy. 

nexguard - PayTV is the world’s premier product for identifying the source of 

pirated-content, originating from PayTV and hospitality TV applications. it has 

been designed for integration in VOD servers, CDn edge servers and consumer 

devices such as TVs or set-top boxes. The product is robust, scalable, has a small 

footprint and can work in the uncompressed or compressed domain. it is even 

possible to work with encrypted content. nexguard - PayTV offers a variety of 

solutions for satellite, cable, DTT, iPTV and Over-The-Top distribution. it also 

supports linear broadcast VoD, nVoD, Push VoD, in-home re-distribution and 

delivery to gaming console. 

Civolution provides an automated web-based detection service, accessible 24/7, 
to support studios, digital cinemas and PayTV distributors in tracing the sources 
of illegal copies. The service allows for blind detection, without the need for 
any reference video. Pirate sample can be simultaneously submitted to various 
detections so as to automatically retrieve the information embedded in the 
source of suspicious content, regardless of its point of origin.

NexGuard - PaytV & oNlINe
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AUDienCe MeAsUreMenT

in the era of digital broadcasting and with many new ways of watching TV content, accurate 

audience measurement has become more difficult. Audience Measurement services must now 

report more accurately and reliably from a larger number of channels, delivered through a 

fast-changing and diverse mix of broadcast platforms, and consumed either in real time or 

time-shifted mode. That’s why Civolution has introduced nexTracker – Audience Measurement. 

Designed for easy and automated use by media research institutes, nexTracker – Audience 

Measurement makes identification of media listened to and watched by people straightforward 

— even with time shifted catch-up TV and podcasts. Thanks to Civolution’s watermarking 

technology that can be inserted and detected live or off-line, this product can be easily 

integrated into broadcast play-outs, within catch-up TV/Podcast services, and into panellist 

audimeters. The watermarking technology ensures that nexTracker – Audience Measurement 

is imperceptible to consumers though robust to all processing occurring along the broadcast 

chain. it allows instant retrieval of valuable information about the audience and broadcast, 

such as the content and channel iD, airing time or catch-up TV/podcast-watched, and which 

part of the content was listened to by a panelist. 

POrTFOliO

NextraCKer - audIeNCe meaSuremeNt
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Civolution’s state-of-the-art content identification platform allows broadcasters, 

content producers and interactive application providers to offer time-synchronized-to-

media applications such as ad-(re)placement, live voting and content-related overlays. 

Based on Civolution’s powerful watermarking and fingerprinting technologies, it 

allows for accurate and rapid synchronization of interactive content. 

Videosync - Automatic Content recognition (ACr) is an integrated application in 

connected media devices such as smart TVs. it allows content (re)placement or precise 

triggering of events based on identifying the viewed content. Triggered events are 

accurate and transparent to any type of distribution or time shift. 

Videosync - second-screen application allows for the automatic identification of the 

TV channel being watched and the content being played. Upon identification it enables 

accurate time synchronization between content played on TV and mobile devices such 

as tablets and smart phones. The real-time interactivity between the devices, enabled 

by content identification, automatically handles distribution delays and supports time-

shifted viewing.

VIdeo SyNChroNIzatIoN & trIGGerING

ViDeO sYnCHrOniZATiOn
POrTFOliO
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TeleTrAX - MeDiA MOniTOring

     
Civolution’s Teletrax - Media Monitoring is the world’s only global television, 

internet and radio content tracking solution. it enables clients such as 

entertainment studios, news organizations, sports bodies, TV syndicators, 

music labels, artists, advertisers and corporations to determine precisely 

when, where and how long their multimedia content is being used around 

the world on television, internet and radio. 
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teletrax – teleVISIoN moNItorING

POrTFOliO

enables content owners to automatically verify where, when and how long their content was broadcast via 

terrestrial, cable or satellite television. Teletrax currently monitors the broadcast of over 1,550 channels 

in more than 50 countries globally. Teletrax provides broadcast intelligence within one hour of broadcast, 

the output of the broadcast monitoring service is comprehensive reporting via a secure client website or 

automated data interchange reports which provide detailed insight into when and where content is broadcast. 

The reported information can be used for contractual compliance, media intelligence, management decisions, 

client renewals or competitive analysis. 

The solution can monitor five second promos, thirty second commercials, half-hour series and full-length 

movies. The system is optimized to monitor both live and taped material and it offers multiple hardware and 

software solutions for creating content that is “Teletrax-ready”. 

supplemented by Teletrax - OnView, the system offers clients the critical perspective of context with 

the ability to view how and in what manner content is used. The enhanced video streaming and search 

capabilities allows users to see what actually aired as well as saving and emailing clips. regardless of the 

digital monitoring technology employed (watermarking or fingerprinting), Teletrax clients can be certain 

that their televised content will be in their control. 
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is a powerful solution to identify, control and monetize content as it travels around the 

internet. it gives media owners insights into how and where content is distributed and 

helps generate new revenue opportunities. Moreover, by scanning the internet, it helps 

secure media assets against unauthorized distribution across the globe. Civolution’s 

Teletrax - internet Monitoring tracks a wide variety of internet sources via ‘massive 

searches’, which include:

 •	 peer-to-peer file-sharing networks 

	 •	 over	20	million	video-sharing	and	social	media	websites

	 •	 more	than		200	live-streaming	websites

	 •	 Usenet	newsgroups

	 •	 Chat	rooms,	forums	and	blogs.	

Teletrax - internet Monitoring is completely automated, highly efficient and works round 

the clock. each massive search of the internet generates many ‘suspect clips’, which are 

filtered via accurate fingerprint-based content identification that result in precise media 

intelligence data. Moreover, the service can trigger automatic and immediate ‘takedown’ 

of unauthorized clips.

teletrax - INterNet moNItorING
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is a powerful automated music monitoring solution that helps rights collection 

societies and monitoring service providers to effectively track songs on radio 

and internet. 

The system accesses one of the world‘s largest music fingerprint databases. The 

database holds the fingerprints of 7 Million songs which are updated weekly with 

the fingerprints of new releases. 

The time-tested high quality audio fingerprint technology provides clients with 

accurate and reliable identification of music segments. even segments as short as 

a few seconds and background music will be identified. each of the identified songs 

provides high quality metadata, such as song, artist, album, label, isCr and genre. 

The information provided allows customers to make detailed reports, listing which 

station the song was aired on, when the song started, how long it was played, how 

many times it was played and –if partially played– which segment of the original 

song was played.  

teletrax - radIo moNItorING
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MeDiAHeDge COnTenT FilTering
POrTFOliO

is an automated content identification platform that provides a cost-effective service to 

filter and monetize media content. 

integrated in a content distributor’s back end (or video/music portal) Mediahedge allows 

content distributors and aggregators such as social networking sites, video portals and 

UgC (User generated Content) websites to automatically recognize large volumes of 

content at time of upload. it uses Civolution’s state of the art video and audio fingerprinting 

technologies - approved by music giants such as sony BMg and Universal Music. 

Civolution’s Mediahedge helps websites and social media networks to manage their media 

content while creating legal and sustainable businesses.
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CiVOlUTiOn ClienTs

20TH CenTUrY FOX

AgenCe FrAnCe-Presse

AssOCiATeD Press

BBC WOrlDWiDe

CAnAl+

CBs

DelUXe DigiTAl sTUDiOs

DisneY

DOlBY DigiTAl CineMA

DOreMi

eUrOPeAn COMMissiOn

eUrOVisiOn

eUrO rsCg

FOX BrOADCAsTing

FrAnCe 3

HBO

iTn neTWOrKs

MeDiAMeTrie

nBC-UniVersAl

nielsen BDs

PArAMOUnT PiCTUres

PHiliPs 

reAl iMAge

reD BUll

rTVe

sOnY eleCTrOniCs

sOnY PiCTUres

TeCHniCOlOr

TF1

THOMsOn-reUTers

UniTeD nATiOns

WArner BrOs.

WesTern DigiTAl

Civolution counts amongst its clients some of the world’s top media companies, a selection of which includes:
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Civolution is the leading provider of technology and solutions for identifying, managing and monetizing media content. The company offers an 

extensive portfolio of cutting edge watermarking and fingerprinting technology applications for audience measurement, media synchronization 

and forensic marking of media assets in pre-release, digital cinema, PayTV and online. Through its solutions portfolio Civolution offers the most 

comprehensive global media monitoring and online content identification and monetization to facilitate and manage profitable content distribution. 

Headquartered in eindhoven, the netherlands, Civolution has offices in london, rennes, new York and los Angeles.

 

For more information contact us: info@civolution.com | www.civolution.com
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